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ABSTRACT
Data mining is the computing process of analyzing and classifying data from large dataset to detect the patterns and determine the relationships through data analysis. In data mining, the feature selection and classification are major challenging tasks while classifying the data as normal or defected one. The feature selection is process of detecting the subset of input variables by discarding irrelevant features. However, developed techniques failed to provide the better improvement on enhancing the classification accuracy. This research work is focused on improving the classification accuracy by introducing new techniques in order to solve the limitations from existing methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining discovers valid information from database to determine significant model and rules by examining the huge data sets. In data mining, classification and self assured classifier rule generation are the widely used mining techniques. In order to perform classification, feature selection process is to be carried out. The feature selection is, the process of identifying relevant features from huge database. Based on relevant features, the data are classified using different classification techniques.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses reviews on data classification based on feature selection techniques, Section III describes existing classification methods, Section IV identifies possible comparison between them, Section V explains limitations and Section VI concludes the paper.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In [1], PLS-DA and SVM-DA were developed with the objective of providing better results in sensitivity and specificity. But, PLS-DA and SVM-DA failed to improve performance of sensitivity and specificity. In [2], new approaches were developed to address challenges. But, designed approach failed to improve classification accuracy.

The novel technique was implemented in [3] to analyze physical features of castor seed varieties. However, designed technique consumes more time to extract feature from gathered castor seeds. In local neighborhood of each point, the geometric and cloud features of radiometric point in Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) data was presented by [4] to execute the comparative classification analysis for post-harvest growth detection. But, time for classification remained unaddressed.

Multi-class agricultural datasets was classified with Hybrid Kernel based Support Vector Machine (H-SVM) in [5]. However, designed method was not able to perform feature selection in maximal error rate. C-band, dual polarimetric and temporal satellite of RISAT-1 was determined in [6]. But, the divergence method was not efficient to reduce the error rate.

The multi-class disease classification issues were addressed by developing improved Random Forest Classifier (RFC) approach in [7]. However, improved RFC approach failed to improve classification accuracy. In [8], crops were organized from satellite images by implementing agricultural expert knowledge and machine learning algorithm through the hybrid intelligent system. But, computational complexity remained unaddressed. According to the intra- and inter-provenance levels, the seed germination and seedling growth differences were discussed in [10]. Hybrid ensemble approach was developed in [9] by combining machine learning algorithms, a feature ranking method and supervised instance filter. However, hybrid ensemble approach consumes more time to perform classification.

3. DATA CLASSIFICATION
Data mining is the major process to predict the data outcomes by identifying the anomalies and correlations from data sets. The data classification is one of the significant ways to predict future data.

3.1 Classifying castor seeds based on morphological and color features
The new precise image analysis and data mining technique is implemented for organizing seeds of castor according to measurement of morphological and color features. The designed technique is involved with processes namely data collection, image acquisition and correction, digital image processing stage and classification algorithms to group castor seeds samples based on features such as size and color.

At first, data collection process is carried out to collect samples of seeds. The data set is constructed while considering five hundred seeds. The seeds are collected points from roadways, on soil slopes, crops, and close to water channels. Then, these seeds bunches are stored in paper bags for future analysis. The image acquisition and correction process is initialized by placing seed samples on rotating electromechanical system.

In order to extract the features of seeds, image segmentation, and feature extraction methods are performed. In the image segmentation process, subtraction operation is carried out between input image holding the seed and background without it. The image is divided into two regions as pixels belonging to the seed, and those from background by applying binarization operation.
The classification process is carried out to cluster castor seeds with similar features. The seed classification is done by characterizing the castor seeds with the help of machine learning algorithms. Through classification algorithm, the seeds are classified which is utilized to design the oil extraction equipment.

### 3.2 Crop classification by using Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

The C-band RISAT-1 Satellite Dataset is used with the aim of performing classification by using artificial neural network.

**Figure 1 Methodology of ANN**

Figure 1 shows methodology of the artificial neural network. HH and HV polarization data are taken to perform the task. At image preprocessing phase, images are filtered by implementing frost filter to remove speckle noise. The calibration constant in metadata is ensured to create sigma naught images. The non-linear and complex patterns are generated by using ANN classification algorithm with appropriate topological structures. The structure of ANN is enclosed with three layers namely input layer, one hidden layer and output layer. In the input layer, neuron is indicated as one of the input features as one satellite image band. The input layer comprises of 3 bands as a number of neuron and single hidden layer comprise of 8 neurons. The output layer is enclosed with 6 neurons as crop classes to perform classification. ANN algorithm is designed with standard back propagation for supervised learning. By using ANN algorithm, root mean square error (RMSE) is reduced between the actual outputs of multilayer feed forward ANN.

### 3.3 Multiclass classification by Random Forest Classifier (RFC)

The problems in multi class disease classification are addressed by enhancing accuracy of random forest algorithm through implementation of improved Random Forest Classifier (RFC). The improved-RFC approach is formed by combining random forest machine learning algorithm, an attribute evaluator method and instance filter method.

**Figure 2 Process for Improved –RFC classification**

The attribute evaluator method is type of feature selection method utilized to identify the related features and to avoid the irrelevant feature. The attribute evaluator method is utilized for data analysis and capability of data reduction by estimating the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS), Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) and Gain Ratio. CFS is the process of grading feature subsets consistent with correlation based heuristic estimation function. The correlation among features is identified through symmetrical measurement. The bias of mutual information is balanced by determination of SU. SU is measured as the fraction between the two features of Information Gain (IG) and Entropy (H).
The instance filter is fundamental type of random sampling technique. The real-world dataset comprises of non-uniform class distribution. In training phase, performance of classification algorithm is controlled by non-uniformity of class distribution.

The figure 2 illustrates the process involved in achieving the improved-RFC classification. At first, an improved RFC approach selects the multi-class training dataset to perform the classification. The attribute evaluator method determines the CFS, SU and Gain Ratio. Then, the attribute evaluator method is applied to the training dataset to identify the relevant attributes which is used for classification.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to compare the feature selection and classification techniques, number of features is taken as input to carry out the experiments. Various parameters are used for analyzing the performance of seed classification with improved classification accuracy.

4.1 Classification accuracy (CA)

The classification accuracy is measured as the ratio of number of data correctly classified to the total number of data.

\[ CA = \frac{\text{Number of Data Classified correctly}}{\text{Total number of data}} \times 100 \]

The classification accuracy is measured in terms of percentage (%). Higher classification accuracy ensures the better performance of the method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1 Tabulation of Classification accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 shows the experiment results of classification accuracy with respect to number of data. The number of data is considered from 5 to 50 which are considered as an input. For the simulation purposes, the three methods such as feature based classification algorithm, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classification and Improved Random Forest Classifier (RFC) approach are compared. The precise image analysis and data mining technique effectively improves the classification accuracy when compared to other methods. In precise image analysis and data mining technique by implementing random tree method, the data are classified as normal or affected one based on image segmentation, and feature extraction methods. As a result, the classification accuracy in precise image analysis and data mining technique is improved by 11% when compared to ANN classification and improves 21% when compared to Improved RFC approach respectively.

4.2 Feature Selection Time

The feature selection time (FST) is evaluated as the difference between the ending time and starting for selecting the features of data and it is given by,

\[ \text{FST} = \text{Ending time} - \text{Starting time of feature selection} \]

From Eqn (4.2), feature selection time is measured. The feature selection time is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). When the feature selection time is less, method is said to more efficient.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the measurement of feature selection time by using three methods namely precise image analysis and data mining technique, ANN classification and Improved RFC approach. It is evident that, the artificial neural network effectively reduces feature selection time when compared to other methods.
The separability analysis is carried out with transformed divergence (TD) and Jefferies Matusita (JM) method to classify the crops by implementing ANN classification algorithm. The feature selection time in ANN classification is reduced by 21% when compared to precise image analysis and data mining technique and improves 26% when compared to Improved RFC approach respectively.

4.3 Classification Time (CT)

The classification time is defined as difference between ending time and starting time for classifying the number of data based on the features by conducting the experiments.

\[ CT = \text{Ending time} - \text{Starting time of data classification} \] ...

From Eqn (4.3), classification time is measured. The classification time is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). If the classification time is low, then the method is said to be efficient.

Figure 4.3 illustrates measurement of classification time by using three methods namely precise image analysis and data mining technique, ANN classification and Improved RFC approach. The artificial neural network effectively reduces classification time when compared to other methods. In Improved RFC approach, instance filter method is used to balance the class distributions. This in turns, the classification time to classify the data gets reduced. As a result, the classification time in Improved RFC approach is reduced by 25% when compared to precise image analysis and data mining technique and improves 13% when compared to ANN classification respectively.

5 DISCUSSION ON LIMITATIONS TO PERFORM SEED CLASSIFICATION BY FEATURE EXTRACTION

The classification of seeds for oil extraction equipment is carried out by developing the precise image analysis and data mining technique. However, the time was too high to extract the feature from the gathered caster seeds.

ANN classification of crop is performed by utilizing the C-band RISAT-1 Satellite Datasets. By the combination of transformed divergence and Jefferies Matusita distance techniques, the separability analysis is performed for artificial neural network. Then, the transformed divergence method ensures better results in performing the separation among classes. But, error rate remained unaddressed while using the divergence method.

The improved-RFC approach is implemented with the objective of resolving the issues in the multi-class disease classification. However, Improved-RFC approach failed to enhance the classification accuracy.
5.1 FUTURE DIRECTION
The future direction of the proposed scheme is to enhance the data classifications using improved data mining techniques. Besides, some of classification techniques are developed in future with the objective of improving the classification accuracy by reducing the time for classifying the data. Another future direction is carried out to detect the relevant features for performing the effective classification with minimized feature selection time.

6 CONCLUSION
The survival study is carried out to ensure the improved seed growth in the agricultural area. The feature selection based classification techniques are tested with the metrics such as classification accuracy, feature selection time and classification time. Finally, further research work is performed with effective seed classification to increase the seed growth by achieving improved classification accuracy with minimal feature selection time.
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